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4-dimenional analogue of Seifert–Weber manifold

A natural 4-dimensional analogue of Seifert–Weber manifold is
the hyperbolic space of the regular 120-cells {5,3,3}, Davis
manifold D4 [1]. D4 can be obtained by gluing the opposite
hyperfaces (3-faces) of the regular hyperbolic 120-cells D4, with
dihedral angle of 2π/5, by translations. On universal covering
H4 the fundamental group is generate by hyperbolic translation
that transfer fundamental polytope into their neighbors in
{5,3,3,5}.
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Methods of metric surgery, or metric reconstruction

In the communication we discuss methods of the construction
of new 3- and 4-dimensional hiperbolic complete manifolds,
both compact and non-compact, orientable and non-orientable.
We call these methods the metric surgery (or metric
reconstruction) of the manifold. Using the symmetry group both
of the manifold and its geodesical submanifolds (which are
embedded both two-sided and one-sided) we can construct
new manifolds, in particular, the manifolds which are covering
and which are underlying onse for the given manifold, and also
same quite large manifolds which do not cover any manifolds.
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Methods of metric surgery on Davis 4-manifold

In the lecture delivered at the International Conference on
Geometry "in General" (Cherkassy, Ukraine, 1997) the author
stated a method (see [3]) of the construction of new hyperbolic
four-manifolds using the such reconstruction of the hyperbolic
manifold of regular 120-cells (Davis manifold D4 [1, 2]). Cutting
the manifold D4 along a geodesic hyperbolic three-submanifold
M3 two-sided embedded in D4 yielded a connected manifold
with two identic components of the boundary, and these
components are identified with a non-trivial isometry. Because
after the cutting along M3 we have the connected manifold, the
number of new manifolds obtained depends only on the order
of isometry group of the boundary M3 (in our case it was 480).
New manifolds obtained by such metric reconstruction
possessed some new properties.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

Immersion in Davis hyperbolic 120-cells space

Fix a hyperface D3
0 of the polytope D4 and consider all

hyperfaces adjacent with D3
0 . The hyperplanes of these 3-faces

form a hyperbolic bundle. The base 3-plane of the bundle
perpendicularly intersects D4 in a regular dodecahedron D3

N
with dihedral angle of 2π/5. We shall refer to such a
dodecahedron as narrow again.

Seifert–Weber and Davis manifolds similarities

We see that the manifoldM3
1 is immersed into the Davis

manifold D4 in the same way as the manifoldM2 is immersed
into the Seifert–Weber manifold. The regular map on the
manifoldM2 is well represented by the star polytope
{5, 5/2}. In [6] it is proved that the manifoldM3

1 has an
analogous representation by the 4-dimensional regular star
polytope {5, 3, 5/2}.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

The {5, 3, 5} regular map on 3-manifold

The identification of opposite 3-faces of the polytope D4

induces an identification of 2-faces of narrow dodecahedra.
The latter yields a hyperbolic 3-manifoldM3

1, geodesically
immersed into D4. On the manifoldM3

1 this construction gives
a regular map from 120 dodecahedra. The order of symmetry
group ofM3

1 is 120 · 120 · 2 = 28800, which is ensured by
symmetries of 3-cells as well as by the regularity and
self-duality of the map.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

Regular star polytope {5, 3, 5/2} and corresponding 3-manifold

We remark that both the regular star polytope {5, 3, 5/2} and
the regular star polytope {3, 5, 5/2} lead us to hyperbolic
3-manifold with rich symmetry group (of icosahedral type). To
obtain it one must orthogonally truncate the vertices of the
polytope and choose its size so that pentagonal face at each
vertex polyhedron {5, 5/2} has angle of 2π/5. In this case the
incidence structure of 3-faces of {3, 5, 5/2} yields a
three-dimensional hyperbolic manifold with boundary. Each of
the 120 connected components of boundary is a hyperbolic
2-manifold of genus 4 described above. There are different
methods to eliminate the boundary and to obtain hyperbolic
3-manifolds with icosahedral symmetry.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

On regular lens polytopes

Let us have a manifold Mn obtained with a pairwise gluing of
faces of a polytope. Often it is not very difficult to find in it a
submanifold Mn−1 of the codimension 1. If Mn−1 is embedded
in Mn totally geodesically, we can try to ”cut” the given polytope
in smaller polytopes so that those last polytopes ”cover” the
submanifold forming over it some ”polytope” (a homogeneons
complex homeomorphic to the direct product of the submanifold
and segment). ”The traces” of the cuts will give us the pairwise
identification of faces of ”polytope” which returns us to initial
manifold Mn. It suggests the idea that if such a ”polytope” is
constructed over a well studied (n − 1)-manifold, then the
geometry of this manifold can prompt the convenient pairwise
gluing of faces, and geometric methods proposed in [6] will help
to choose the metric of this ”polytope”.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

Map on the surface of genus 4
In that case it becomes possible to use those geometric
methods (see [7]) which were elaborated for tiling (to vary the
height of lens, to cut its ideal vertices, etc.). Illustrate this by
examples.
The surface of genus 4 the map of which is given by 12 regular
(hyperbolic) pentagons meeting by 5 at vertices is immersed
(with selfintersection) into the Seifert-Weber manifold of the
hyperbolic dodecahedron. We wanted to find a hyperbolic
3-manifold in which this surfaces could be embedded totally
geodesically. After long search we discovered [4] that such a
manifold can be obtained by the identification of faces of the
truncated icosahedron (the dihedral angles between truncating
pentagonal faces and hexagonal faces are right, between pairs
of hexagonal faces are equal to 2π/5. 12 regular pentagonal
faces form the map of the surface of genus 4.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

Compact lens polytope over regular map

If we drop perpendiculars from the centre of the truncated
icosahedron on the hexagonal faces, then the corresponding
five-hedral regular honohedra will cut the truncated
icosahedron in 12 polytopes. If we put one such polytope on
each such cell of the map, we obtain ”a half” of the lens
polytope over the surface of genus 4. Reflecting it in the base
plane of the map we obtain (after gluing the ”lateral” faces) the
lens polytope over this surface. The most remarkable is that the
boundary of lens polytope (consisting of two connected
components) is formed by two maps each of which is
composed from 12 regular pentagons and is projected on the
base in the map dual to initial one.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

Manifold via lens polytope

Dihedral angles between pentagonal faces are equal to 2π/3,
and the transferred from the cut truncated icosahedron gluing
of pieces of these faces gives a face-to-face pairwise gluing
which gives inessential cycles from three edges. Will show that
one can come to the same manifold via the lens polytope.
Take the identification of opposite faces of the regular
dodecahedron that gives the Seifert–Weber manifold, and
transfer it on the map of the star dodecahedron {5, 5/2}, i.e. will
pair the opposite faces of the star dodecahedron with the same
motions. As the map of the incidences of the star
dodecahedron coincides with the map of the manifold under
consideration [2], we obtain the pairwise correspondence of
cells of the map of the manifold. This pairwise correspondence
gives cycles consisting of three edges.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

the elliptic case
Choosing the height of the lens so that the dihedral angle be
equal to 2π/3 we obtain from the lens polytope over the surface
of genus 4 a three-dimensional manifold. And this is just the
same manifold we obtained from the truncated icosahedron.
If we ”reconstruct” the map {5, 5} taking the Dirichlet tiling for
the centres of the edges of the initial map, then on the same
manifold we obtain the map from 15 squares meeting by 5 at
vertices. If we construct the lens polytope over this map, we
can easy find a pairwise correspondence of faces which gives
cycles of edges by three. It turned out that the corresponding
manifold can be given by an identification of faces of the
truncated rombic triacontahedron.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

the hyperbolic case
If we use the Poincare identification given on the spherical
dodecahedron with angle of 2π/3, then transfering this
identification on the map of the star polytope {5, 5/2} and,
therefore, on the map of our surfaces of genus 4 we obtain the
cycles of edges by five. We can achieve that the dihedral angle
between the faces of the lens plytope be equal to 2π/5 only by
truncating its vertices. Doing this and gluing properly
dodecahedral faces (which appeared after the truncation of
pentagonal ones) we obtain a 3-manifold with orthogonal
boundary. Its boundary consists of two surfaces of genus 4
congruent to the initial surface. There are different methods to
eliminate for obtaining a new manifold. We have not managed
yet to present it in any nice way via an identification of faces of
a convex polytope.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

the parabolic case
For the parabolic case, where the vertices of the lens
polyhedron lie on the absolute, we singled out in the base the
map {5,4}. If it is colored chess wise, then any pairwise
identification of "white" faces gives a geodesic boundary from
"black" faces. We dwelled upon the most symmetric
identification schemes. If one uses, via 5,5/2, the identification
scheme of "white" faces which is induced from the projective
plane, then "black" faces form six identical components of
border, those being spheres with five cusps. If one uses the
identification scheme transferred from the Poincare manifold,
then the boundary from "black" faces has one component and
is presented by the scheme of the polyhedron {5,5/2} with all
the vertices being on the absolute.
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hyperbolic manifold and equidistant polyhedron

the parabolic case
If one uses the Seifert-Weber identification scheme, then the
boundary has also one component and is presented by the
polyhedron {5,3} with all the vertices being on the absolute.

If in all the discussed cases one takes by two identical
exemplars of lens manifolds, then it is easy to get rid of border.
However there are a lot of possibilities to combine different
manifolds and a lot of ways to get rid of geodesic borders, and
therefore, one can construct a countable number of new
hyperbolic manifolds with finite volume.
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Tank you for your attention!
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Star regular polyhedron {5, 5/2} 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Second_stellation_of_dodecahedron.png)  
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Regular polyhedron {5, 3}  

 
 
Star regular polyhedron {3, 5/2}  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sixteenth_stellation_of_icosahedron.png 

Star regular polyhedron {5, 3, 5/2} 
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